Post-truth has been designated the word of 2016 by The Oxford dictionary.

Post-truth can be defined as: ‘Relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.’

A workshop for 15 students on open mind, enthusiasm for experimentation, scissors and a glue stick...The work produced will form the contents of an edition of the little riot press magazine - POST MERZ POST HASTE. This will be produced after the event. All contributors will be credited in the publication - which forms the basis of an ongoing international culture jamming experiment.

The theme of the Wolverhampton edition of POST MERZ POST HASTE Magazine will be POST-“TRUTH”.

PHIL EASTWOOD

POST MERZ POST HASTE

WEDNESDAY 8 MARCH 2017 - MK314

10.00 - 15.00